
HEBE HAVEN YACHT CLUB 

The Hebe Heave-Ho  

  
NOTICE OF EVENT AND SAILING INSTRUCTIONS 

 
 
 
 
1 KEY PRINCIPLES 
 

1. The event is in aid of charity. 
2. It is a cruising event and should not be taken too seriously. 
3. The event will take place within Port Shelter. 
4. Sportsmanship is encouraged and will result in bonus time being awarded 

(or time penalties for un-sportsmanlike behaviour).  
5. Crews shall display good seamanship and consideration to others, follow 

the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea and comply 
with the HK Marine Department regulations. 

6. Any boat not represented at the prize giving will be considered Did Not 
Finish. 

 
2. ELIGIBILITY AND ENTRY 

Entrants must be afloat when crossing the start line, which is open to sailing 
boats, sailing dinghies & motor boats. 

  
3 PROTESTS 

Under no circumstances will any protest be heard except in the case of sinking, 
abandonment or piracy. Protests must be submitted in black ink on black paper. 

 
4 HANDICAPS 

Handicap and bonus time will be issued by the Event Officer in an arbitrary and 
erratic manner and are non-negotiable. 
 

5 SCHEDULE 
 Date: 23rd November, starting at 13.00hrs 
 
6 ENTRY FEE 

A donation to Treats charity of at least HK$200. 
             (There will be a prize for the most generous donation) 
 
7 ENTRY PROCEDURE   

Entry to the event shall be made by presenting the receipt for your donation to 
Treats Charity to the HHYC sailing office no later than 12:00 midday on the day 
of the event. 
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On the back of the receipt you should write: 
 

1) Your estimated finish time  (eg 16.05hrs) 
2) Your boat’s name 
3) Your boat’s number   
4) Your email address 
5) Your mobile phone number 

 
The easiest way to make your donation to Treats Charity and obtain a receipt is to 
present the charity donation barcode below at any 7-11 store in Hong Kong together 
with your cash donation. 
  
You can find out more ways to donate and about the work that Treats does at the 
following link     http://www.treats.org.hk/en/donation/in_single.asp 
 

 
 
Alternatively this information, together with a scanned copy of your donation receipt or 
authorization to bill a donation to your club account can be emailed to 
sailing@hhyc.org.hk  
 
Any boat participating in the event, who has not pre-registered, will automatically have 
a HK$200 donation to Treats Charity charged to their club account.   However since they 
will not have an estimated finish time, they will have to be considered Did Not Finish. 
 
8 COURSE INSTRUCTIONS 
  
Objectives;  
 

1) To find and visit each of the six buoys distributed around port shelter making a 
record of the letters and numbers on each one. 

2) Then assemble the letters in the order of the numbers to make up a word. Bonus 
time will be awarded for additional words made up using all of the same letters 

3) Complete the THREE compulsory tasks in Section 9 during the course of the 
event and record them with a photograph. 

4)  Complete FIVE of the other tasks in Section 10 during the course of the event 
and record them with a photograph. 

 
The vessel, which crosses the line closest to its estimated time (after adjusting for the 
Event Officer’s time penalties and awards), having completed their tasks and called out 
their word(s) is the winner.   
 
Penalty time will be added for vessels seen loitering near the finish to hit their time 
estimate. 
The starting line will be set between the Frazer Doig and a buoy. 

http://www.treats.org.hk/en/donation/in_single.asp
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There will be three starts, sailing dinghies first, sailing yachts second and motor boats 
last. 
 
The starting sequence will begin at 1pm 
 
The starting sequence will begin 5 minutes before the start, with the other classes 
starting 5 minutes after the Start for the class before them. There will be a 5,4 & 1 
minute warning before the start. Proper racing flags will be used. 
 
The start line, finish line and cut off time will be the same for all boats. 
The cut off time will be 4.30pm. 
 
9.  COMPULSORY TASKS 
 
At some point in the pursuit ALL boats must 
 
1) Anchor properly (with a scope of at least 4 to 1 with chain or 7 to 1 with chain and 
rope), drop their sails and switch off their engines for at least TWO minutes            
OR hove-to or stop completely for at least TEN minutes. 
 
2) Retrieve one piece of floating flotsam (rubbish).    
note; Jetsam (rubbish from your boat) does not count and is not allowed. 
 
3) Write, compose and rehearse a special boat song to be performed at the Prize Giving 
 
10.  OTHER TASKS 
 
FIVE of the following tasks must be performed at some point during the event and 
recorded with photos; 
 

1) Sail backwards for two boat lengths 
2) Motor backwards in the shape of a figure of eight 
3) Drop your Main Sail all the way down and then put it up again 
4) Remove your bimini cover and put it back on 
5) Sail in a circle without adjusting any sails 
6) Hove to or stop engines for one minute 
7) Carry out a man overboard drill using a fender or inflatable toy                                  

(on no account must a real man, woman or animal be used) 
8) ALL crew members must change all their clothes 
9) Cook a hot meal 
10)  Rock your boat from gunwale to gunwale 
11)  All crew to wave at every other vessel they encounter  

 
Please upload your EIGHT photos to the club PC on arrival at the Prize Giving for the 
slide show. 
 
 
The following media can be accepted; 
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USB Stick 
Memory cards in any of the following formats;   

SD, SDHC, MMC, RS-MMC, Mini SD 
MS, MS Pro, Pro Duo, 
M2 
Micro SD 
CF, CF UDMA 

You can give the pictures in to the sailing office or email them to sailing@hhyc.org.hk 
 
11. PRIZES 
 
Prizes shall be hats and flags awarded by the Event Officer. The prize giving will take 
place on the balcony of the Restaurant as soon as possible after the race. 
 
 


